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ABSTRACT

A 59 year old man is presented with adenocarcinoma of the stomach. In order to evaluate for the presence of the non-lifting sign, methylene blue was injected 2 mm from the perimeter of the tumor. Since the tumor lifted, snare removal of the tumor was done, safely. Partial gastrectomy was performed 2 weeks after endoscopic removal of the tumor which revealed no residual tumor or lymph node metastasis.


INTRODUCTION

Gastric carcinoma is similar to carcinoma of the large intestine in that it originates from the epithelium and progresses by infiltrating into the submucosa and then into the muscularis propria. Radical curative therapy by endoscopic resection alone is possible only for small tumors in the early stage of carcinomatous growth. For a gastric carcinoma in the advanced stage, complete cure is unlikely unless lymph node dissection and gastrectomy are performed. For early gastric cancers 2 cm in size or larger, the main treatment procedure is laparotomy, similar to that applied for carcinoma in the advanced stage.

In an earlier publication, we have reported that the non-lifting sign is useful for establishing the limiting conditions for application of endoscopic removal of colonic carcinoma, that is, conditions characterized by massive tumor infiltration into the submucosa.

Herein we describe a patient with a large 27mm gastric tumor that was amenable to radical therapy by endoscopic removal. This was possible because the non-lifting sign was not present.

CASE REPORT

The patient, a 59 year old male in whom a stomach tumor had been found, came to our hospital for a more thorough examination.

Endoscopy confirmed the presence of a protruberant tumor in the greater curvature opposite to the angulus. Biopsy performed on tissue specimens from the tumor head showed that it was an adenocarcinoma. A biochemical assay of the patient's blood revealed no abnormal findings, and tumor markers (CEA, α-FP) were also negative. Chest X-ray films showed no evidence of metastasis, and ultrasonography and computed tomography of the abdominal region indicated no signs of metastases in the liver or lymph nodes. Double-contrast gastrography was in agreement with the endoscopic findings in revealing a 3cm protruberant tumor in the greater curvature (Fig. 1). The tumor had a 2.5cm thick base and an irregular surface. However, it was not possible to make a precise stage-classification of the carcinoma, as to whether it was Type I (classification of the Japan Gastroenterological Endoscopic Society; protruded type) early stage, or advanced Borrmann's Type I. For this reason, the tumor was...
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inspected for the presence of the non-lifting sign. This was done by injecting methylene blue from a location some 2mm from the tumor perimeter to observe whether the tumor would lift. As this tumor did lift, it was then encircled with a snare for removal, along with the normal mucosa that had appeared blue (Fig. 2). The size of the removed specimen was 27x17x15 mm, and the additionally-resected section measured 25x15mm. During and after resection, the patient did not suffer any abdominal pain, nor was there any sign of hemorrhage or perforation in the removed part of the stomach. For histological study, ten step sections from the specimen were cut, stained with hematoxylin and eosin, and examined microscopically. The tumor tissue was that of a well-differentiated adenocarcinoma, extending slightly beyond the muscularis mucosae. However, tumor infiltration was not seen in the lymphatic or blood vessels. Moreover, all the sections had a margin of normal submucosal tissue more than 1mm wide between the carcinoma and the resected end (Fig. 3). Two weeks after the endoscopic removal of the tumor, the patient underwent partial gastrectomy to determine the presence of any residual tumor and/or lymph node metastasis, neither of which was found.

DISCUSSION

On the basis of our success in removing large colonic lipomas by resorting to the methylene blue injection method, we propose that the use of endoscopy for removal of large tumors should be extended. Furthermore, as has been reported, the limiting conditions for the indications of endoscopic colon cancer removal can be assessed in terms of the "non-lifting sign". The methylene blue injected into the submucosa of a normal intestinal wall can be seen as a blue area through the transparent mucosal membrane. When the tumor is contained within the mucosal layer, as in the case of an adenoma or intramucosal carcinoma, the tumor will lift along with the surrounding mucosa after injection of methylene blue. However, in contrast to normal mucosa, the thickness and dense cell accumulation of the tumor will mask the methylene blue beneath the tumor and prevent it from being seen; consequently, the boundary of the tumor will be recognized due to the difference in the color shade. The mucosa of the stomach is thicker than that of the large intestine and is not stained with methylene blue. However, this patient presented a clearly visible tumor boundary similar to that of a tumor of the large intestine. This clear boundary definition was most helpful in selecting the position for applying the snare for removal of the tumor and made it possible to achieve precision in ensnaring the entire tumor in one portion, even though this particular tumor was very large. The tumor also had a thick peduncle measuring 2.5 cm in diameter, but no complications occurred. Pre-removal infusion of methylene blue into the submucosa should occur roughly in the middle of the submucosa, so that removal can be achieved with less electrocoagulation than would otherwise be the case if no methylene blue had been injected.

In studies of carcinoma of the large intestine, we found that all carcinomas that had penetrated beneath the submucosa presented the non-lifting sign. These carcinomas all showed infiltration to a depth below the mid-submucosa. The present patient had a gastric carcinoma that had infiltrated to the submucosa, and in view of the
slight carcinomatous spread beyond the lamina muscularis mucosa, submucosal injection of methylene blue induced separation from the submucosa and lifting of the pathological site (Fig. 4). Gastrectomy after excision was performed to check for residual carcinoma, but none was found to be present. Thus it is clear that in carcinomas that have spread slightly beyond the muscularis mucosa, or in other words, submucosal cancers that show slight fibrosis with no massive infiltration will lift after a submucosal injection of methylene blue, thereby facilitating endoscopic removal of the entire tumor.

If the carcinoma, be it colonic or gastric, has infiltrated the submucosa on a massive scale, it is unlikely to be completely cured by endoscopic removal alone, as is the case for an advanced cancer. In such cases, even if the tumor can be totally removed, there is still a high probability of metastasis to the lymph nodes. However, if there is only slight infiltration into the submucosa (less than one-third of the submucosal thickness), then the extent of lymph node metastasis will still be small, both in the case of colonic or gastric carcinoma, so that there will be a good chance of complete endoscopic elimination by means of this methylene blue injection method.

Although we have demonstrated the successful removal of a gastric carcinoma endoscopically, an early protruding cancer of the present type admittedly is a rare form of stomach cancer. In most cases, gastric cancer is of the depressed type and associated with ulcer formation. This indented type of cancer in its early stage is
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